
HOW TO WRITE A PRESS RELEASE FREE

Learn how to write a top-notch press release today, see some creative press release examples, and get a free press
release template to craft.

Almost there: please enter your email below to gain instant access. Get the free reading list Get our Branding
reading list delivered right to your inbox. Bulletproof Coffee Cold Brew is the newest innovation from the
company that will allow people to conveniently take steps toward achieving their goals and unleashing their
full potential. Resignation Announcement Press Release Template Resignation Press Release Template View
Template or Download Leaving the companyâ€”especially when the person concerned is a public
personaâ€”is always an interesting topic for the media. Show them that you value their time by getting right to
it. Share a startling statistic, counterintuitive fact or innovative development. Also, if the data or solution you
are discussing addresses a major problem, it can increase relevancy. Most individuals and companies believe
that their stories are worth talking about. Get to the point: tell your audience know why your story matters.
The Dateline and Lead Paragraph Right before the first paragraph, include the date and the city where the
press release is issued. When do you need a press release? The purpose of the pitch is ultimately to get media
coverage. However, that is because they are involved directly. Examples of top distribution services are:.
Founded by biohacker, bestselling author, and Bulletproof coffee creator Dave Asprey, Bulletproof is
dedicated to providing the world with groundbreaking, science-based information, techniques, tools and
products to help people perform better, increase focus, enhance energy, and live longer. Complete your release
with a strong but succinct boilerplate. And there are at least several ways for you to do it. Press receive
hundreds to thousands of press releases every day. Make sure the world knows about it with this free press
release template! But how do you make that happen for your business? First, you can make a list of the media
outlets whose readers and viewers would be most interested in your news, and send your release directly to
them via email. In addition, include statistics and data that support your claims in the introduction. If your
press release coincides with a current hot topic or trend, it is more likely to be picked up by media sources. To
a journalist, it may not even be that interesting, let alone worth being published. It provides a neat overview of
the rest of the content, and entices you to go on.


